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Microcellular foams are foamed plastics characterized by a cell density typical-
ly greater than 109 cells/cm3 and cell sizes on the order of 10 µm. As the blow-
ing agent, an inert gas such as CO2 or N2 is usually used. Because of very

tiny cells, these foams exhibit improved mechanical and physical properties, for
instance, strength-to-density, toughness, thermal and electrical properties are highly
improved. In this paper, structural and mechanical properties of microcellular foams of
ABS and its composites (glass fibre and mineral filled) are studied and compared. Gas
absorption, gas desorption, density, size and number of microcells, and most impor-
tantly, ultimate tensile strength and ultimate strain are compared. The results show
that a sound microcellular structure and a high strength-to-density can be obtained by
regulating temperature and time at the vicinity of glass transition temperature. The
results also revealed that although mechanical properties are improved, the enhance-
ment is not as it has been widely asserted.

INTRODUCTION

Material reduction in plastics parts
is very attractive to plastic proces-
sors. Making foams is a practised
method provided that the expected
functional requirements are met.
Research works show that conven-
tional foams introduce very low
mechanical performances com-
pared to the solid (unfoamed) parts

[1-3]. Hence for applications
requiring a certain degree of
strength, impact resistance or
toughness, conventional foams are
not desirable choices.

Microcellular foams are charac-
terized by a cell density, typically
higher than 109 cells/cm3, and
small cells on the order 10 µm in
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diameter [1]. The principle is that when cells are
smaller than critical flaws (or cracks) of solid plastics,
while reducing bulk density, mechanical properties
are not compromised. Therefore microcellular foams
can be used instead of conventional foams or solid
plastics without considerable adverse effects on its
performance. 

In production of conventional foams, chlorofluo-
rocarbon (CFC) and hydrochlorofluorocarbon
(HCFC) are usually used as the blowing agent which
are harmful to ozone layer. In contrast, microcellular
process employs inorganic physical blowing agent,
(CO2 or N2), thus it is environmentally friendly [4].
Microcellular foams have potential of being used in
many applications such as automotive, packaging,
home appliances, aerospace, to name a few. Enhanced
mechanical and structural properties, reduced materi-
al consumption and cycle time, reduced clamp force
and total costs, and also ability to produce thin parts,
are their main benefits [5].

Martini and Suh at MIT (Massachusetts Institute
of Technology) at the early 80's, introduced microcel-
lular foams as a means to reduce the amount of plas-
tics material without compromising their functionali-
ty [1]. Batch processing of microcellular foam, theory
of nucleation, cell growth and nucleation rate were
studied by Martini and Colton [1]. Waldman and
Martini have studied mechanical properties of micro-
cellular foams of polystyrene material [6]. Many
research works were conducted in 1980s focused on
batch processed microcellular foams. Since the issue
of the first patent on production of microcellular
foams [1], a number of efforts have been made to
enable large-scale production of this novel material.
The strongest emphasis has been on development of
extrusion processes. Park has started his research on
extrusion process [2] and Behravesh has continued to
produce low density microcellular foams [7,8].
Technology for producing microcellular parts in injec-
tion moulding has been developed at Trexel [5].

Goal of Research
The goal of this research work was to study mechani-
cal and structural properties of microcellular foams of
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) material and its
composites. As mentioned earlier, many research
works have been conducted to study microcellular

foams of various materials. Although, earlier works
indicated the improved properties of microcellular
foams, the following works mainly relied on the ear-
lier results with few investigations on the mechanical
properties. Kumar in his report has pointed to this
issue and emphasized on the need to further research
into mechanical properties of microcellular foams [9].
There are many research works on microstructural
properties of microcellular foams and microcellular
process, but there are few published works on their
mechanical properties [9]. On the other hand, due to
the vast usage of polymer composites in industry, both
mineral and glass filled, investigation on ABS com-
posites, when microcellular foamed, was focus of this
research. ABS is an amorphous polymer used in many
applications such as: computer cases, automobile
parts, and home appliances. In many of these applica-
tions, microcellular foamed parts can be used.

Process
Microcellular process consists of three major steps:
gas absorption, nucleation, and cell growth. In the
first stage of the batch process, polymeric sample is
placed in a vessel pressurized by an inert gas at ambi-
ent temperature. Gas molecules start to defuse into the
polymer matrix until the polymer is completely satu-
rated with the gas. After saturation, absorption of gas
is terminated and gas distribution becomes uniform.
Typically, it takes several hours or days to saturate a
thin plastic sheet. Saturation time depends on the type
of material, gas diffusivity in plastic, thickness, satu-
ration temperature and pressure.

After completion of gas saturation, the sample is
suddenly exposed to ambient pressure, and then is
placed in a liquid bath maintained at a certain temper-
ature. The thermodynamic instability is, thus, promot-
ed by this sudden decrease in pressure and increase in
temperature causing nucleation of myriad of cells
[10]. Cell growth is controlled by adjusting the foam-
ing temperature and time.

The instantaneous concentration of the blowing
agent in the polymer can be obtained using the follow-
ing equation [11]:

(1)
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where D is the diffusivity (cm2/s), Mt is the mass
uptake at time t (g), h is the sheet thickness (cm), M
is the equilibrium mass uptake after an infinite time
(g), and t is the elapsed time (s).

The maximum amount of gas dissolved into the
polymer depends on the system pressure and temper-
ature and can be estimated by Henry's law [12]:

Cs=HPs (4)

where Cs is the solubility of gas in polymer (cm3/g or
ggas/gpolymer), H is Henry's law constant for the gas-
polymer system (cm3 [STP]/g-Pa) and Ps is the gas
saturation pressure (Pa).

The Henry's law constant is a function of tempera-
ture described by [12]:

(3)

where R is the gas constant (J/K), T is the temperature
(K), Ho is the solubility coefficient (cm3 [STP]/g-Pa)
and ∆Hs is the molar heat of sorption (J). For most
polymers with CO2 as the penetrant, ∆Hs is negative. 

Most inert gases can be used for saturation of sam-
ples because of their relatively high solubility and low
cost. It has been found that the amount of CO2 absorp-
tion by polymers is the most among other gases. For
example, the mass of CO2 uptake by polymers is 3.5
times higher than that of N2 [13]. 

As mentioned earlier, gas diffusivity in polymers
is too low at the room temperature. The time required
for the completion of absorption can be estimated by
[4]: 

(4)

where h is thickness of the sample (cm) and D is the
diffusion coefficient (cm2/s).

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and Equipments
The base material was ABS, LG Chemicals HI-151,
and its composites of 30% glass reinforced and 40%
mineral filled (calcium carbonate) were prepared. A
mould was used to produce squared samples speci-

Figure 1. Schematic of batch processing setup.

mens of 25×25×1.5 mm for microstructural study and
tensile test specimens (according to ASTM-D638-
MIII) for mechanical properties, using an injection
moulding machine.

To produce microcellular foam samples, a batch
system shown in Figure 1 was prepared. To determine
glass transition of the raw materials, a DSC machine
(PL Co.) was employed. An Adam Equipment leveler
with 0.0001 g resolution was used for measuring bulk
density using Archimedes method. A Zwich tensile
test machine (with load cell of 500 N) was used to
perform tensile tests. Micrographs were taken from
cross section of the samples using a Philips X130
SEM.

Procedure 
There are four main variables in a microcellular batch
process: saturation pressure, saturation time, foaming
temperature, and foaming time. In this research work,
foaming temperature and time were chosen as pro-
cessing variables. The saturation time and pressure
were maintained at the highest available values to
attain maximum available gas absorption. The mini-
mum saturation time was obtained by carrying inde-
pendent experiment. First, samples were placed in a
CO2 pressure vessel at 6 MPa pressure (maximum
cylinder pressure). To observe the mass uptake, the
amount of mass gain was measured vs. time by
weighing samples at the determined time intervals.
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Using the mass-uptake curve, the required time for
complete saturation could be obtained. Thus, for
microstructural and mechanical examination, the sat-
uration step was given enough time to assume com-
plete saturation. The samples were then dipped into a
glycerol container maintained at temperatures 50, 80,
100 and 120°C and times 15, 60, 180 and 500 s. 

Bulk densities of the foamed samples were meas-
ured using Archimedes method. To study microstruc-
tures, the samples were dipped into the liquid nitrogen
and fractured and then gold coated to prepare for SEM
observation. Cell size and numbers were calculated on
SEM pictures. 

Tensile tests were carried out to obtain tensile
strength and elongation. The relative strength (foamed
strength-to-unfoamed strength), and relative elonga-
tion were calculated and plotted versus relative densi-
ty (foam density-to-unfoamed density). At least three
samples were examined for each test point to attain
confident results.

To quantify microstructure of the foams, cell den-
sity was calculated defined as the number of cells per
cubic centimeter of the unfoamed material. The num-
ber of cells per square centimeter of foamed material
can be easily counted from SEM micrograph of the
foam microstructures, and then is compensated for the
volume expansion. Cell density can be calculated
from following equation [2]:

(5)

where n is the number of cells in a L×L area (L in µm)
of SEM pictures, ρp is the bulk density of solid poly-
mer and ρF is the bulk density of foam. The cell size
can be determined from SEM picture. If cells diame-
ters are uniform, average diameter can be measured
easily, if not, it can be estimated from the following
equation [14]:

(6)

However, it is recommended to obtain cell size by
averaging the size measurement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mass uptake history, till complete saturation, is
shown in Figure 2 for ABS, glass-reinforced ABS
(GR-ABS) and mineral filled ABS (MF-ABS). As
shown, average saturation time for samples is about 
8 h which is in agreement with the value obtained
from eqn (4) where diffusivity value, D, and thick-
ness, h, are 19.2×10-8 cm2/s [15] and 1.5 mm, respec-
tively. Thus calculated time according to this equation
is about 29300 s or 8.1 h. It is obvious that the mass-
uptake for unfilled ABS must be higher, since there is
no filler in the matrix. For filled ABS, the mass-
uptake must be corrected to obtain the amount of
absorbed gas by the polymer portion (assuming that
no gas is absorbed by the fillers). Figure 3 shows the 

Figure 2. Relative weight gain versus time for the
three materials.

Figure 3. Relative weight gain of polymer portion versus
time for the three materials.
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Figure 4. Relative bulk density of unfilled ABS versus foam-
ing time at various foaming temperatures.

corrected gas absorption for the three materials. It
reveals small differences of mass uptake with glass
reinforced ABS to present the lowest uptake and
unfilled ABS, the highest. This comparison has not
been previously reported. Further exploration is need-
ed to explain the adverse influence of fillers on the
amount of mass uptake, although it is a minute differ-
ence. Figures 4 to 6 depict foam bulk density vs. time
at various foaming temperatures. It is clear that at a
low foaming temperature (50 and 80°C), an increase
in foaming time tends to decrease bulk density (i.e.,
increase foam expansion). However, at high foaming
temperatures, an optimum foaming time is observed
to attain a minimum bulk density (or the highest foam
expansion). An increase in foaming time causes dis-
solved gas to further diffuse into the nucleated cells
further promoting cell growth or foam expansion.
However, further increase in foaming time at a high
foaming temperature, presents adverse effect on bulk
density. This is because absorbed gas tends to diffuse 

Figure 5. Relative bulk density of MF-ABS versus foaming
time at various foaming temperatures.

Figure 6. Relative bulk density of GR-ABS versus foaming
time at various foaming temperatures.

out of the polymer matrix (and grown cells) into the
atmosphere. Thus the polymer matrix is depleted from
gas and the cells tend to collapse. This phenomenon is
known as gas escape which opposes production of a
high expansion in a batch process [16]. Gas escape is
promoted at a high temperature, where on the other
hand, it could promote cell growth (due to the soft-
ened polymer matrix). Therefore two opposing mech-
anisms govern cell growth or foam expansion: (i)
matrix stiffness and (ii) gas escape. At too low foam-
ing temperature, polymer matrix is too stiff, and thus,
acts as an opposing force against cell growth. At the
same time, the gas diffusion is very low to allow gas
escape. Thus, the gas is available for cell growth but
the matrix is too stiff to allow cell growth. As a result,
a low foam expansion is yielded. At too high a foam-
ing temperature, polymer matrix becomes soft, and
thus, exerts less opposing force against cell growth,
but the gas escape is promoted and becomes the dom-
inant factor to prevent higher expansion. Thus, a lim

Figure 7. The results from differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) to obtain glass transition temperature (Tg).
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ited expansion is resulted. It can be expected that an
optimum condition is attainable by regulating temper-
ature and time to obtain a minimum bulk density or a
maximum foam expansion. The optimum conditions
are shown in Figures 4-6. As shown for ABS, maxi-
mum volume expansion is yielded at temperature and
time of 120°C and 15 s. A closer point to this mini-
mum bulk density is available at the temperature and
time of 100°C and 60 s, respectively. With regard to
the processability, the latter point is recommended,
since it is better to control and that the bulk density
variation is slight around this foaming condition.
Besides, it was observed that at the temperature of
120°C, the samples became distorted. The sample is
too soft at this temperature, which is expected to be
above its glass transition temperature (Tg). To obtain
glass transition of the experimental materials, DSC

tests were carried out. The resulted curves are shown
in Figure 7, indicating an insignificant difference in
Tg of the three materials and to be slightly above
100°C. At a foaming temperature above Tg, the poly-
mer matrix becomes very soft and thus becomes dis-
torted. Hence, considering the part distortion, the opti-
mum foaming conditions are found to be at foaming
temperature and time of 100°C and 60 s.

The results show a maximum volume expansion
ratio of 7 (the ratio of bulk density of unfoamed sam-
ple to the bulk density of foamed sample). The
microstructures of the samples are shown in Figures 8
to 10. Figures designated by letter (a), show the
microstructure of unfoamed materials. This micro-
graph is given as a reference sample. Figures desig-
nated by letter (b), show microstructures of foamed
materials processed with minimum bulk density
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(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 8. (a) SEM Micrograph of unfilled ABS (unfoamed), (b) SEM Micrograph of unfilled ABS, foamed at temperature and
time of 100°C and 60 s, (c) SEM Micrograph of unfilled ABS, foamed at temperature and time of 50°C and 15 s.



(highest expansion or optimum condition). A very
large number of cells are observed when the samples
are microcellular foamed at an appropriate condition
of foaming (100ºC for 60 s). Finally, figures designat-
ed by letter (c), show microstructures of foamed mate-
rial produced at the lowest expansion. In general, it is
observed that at an inappropriate condition (at too low
or too high a foaming temperature), the cell structures
are not fully developed. This is either due to the lack
of enough gas penetration into the nucleated cells (at
too low a foaming temperature) or cell collapse by gas
depletion into ambient (at too high a foaming temper-
ature). The comparison shows that existence of fillers
causes deterioration of microcellular structure, larger
cells and less expansion. To reveal the fibres status in
unfoamed and foamed GR-ABS, SEM pictures of cor-
responding fractured surfaces were taken and shown
in Figure 11. The figures suggest that foaming GR-

ABS (Figure 11b), promotes further detachment of
fibres to the matrix, caused by bubbles formation at
the interface. Thus, it is expected that the mechanical
properties to be compromised.

Cell densities were calculated and sizes were
measured using SEM pictures which are shown in
Figures 12-17. Figure 12 shows that a large number of
cells on the order of 1012 cells/cm3 could be achieved
for unfilled ABS. It reveals that both foaming temper-
ature and time have significant influences on cell den-
sity. At a low foaming temperature, the effect of time
is less noticeable due to high matrix stiffness.
Increasing temperature up to 80°C causes an increase
in cell density. Further increase in temperature intro-
duces a slight decrease in cell density, probably due to
cell collapse or coalescence phenomenon [16]. If cells
join together, a larger cell is created but bulk density
would not change. But cell collapse (because of gas-
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(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 9. (a) SEM Micrographs of MF-ABS (unfoamed), (b) SEM Micrographs of MF-ABS, foamed at temperature and time of
100ºC and 60 s, (c) SEM Micrographs of MF-ABS, foamed at temperature and time of 120ºC and 500 s.
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(a) (b)

(c)
Figure 10. (a) SEM Micrograph of GR-ABS (unfoamed), (b) SEM Micrograph of GR-ABS, foamed at temperature and time of
120ºC and 60 s, (c) SEM Micrograph of GR-ABS, foamed at temperature and time of 50ºC and 500 s.

  

(a) (b)

Figure 11. (a) SEM Picture of fractured surface of unfoamed GR-ABS, (b) SEM Picture of fractured surface of foamed
GR-ABS.



Figure 12. Cell density of unfilled ABS versus foaming time
at various foaming temperatures.

escape) decreases the number of cells and increases
the bulk density. Also an increase in foaming time
introduces the same effect. The effects of processing
parameters on cell density for MF-ABS are less
noticeable. However, the overall cell density is much
lower than that of unfilled ABS. This could be due to
the heterogeneous nucleation induced in the presence
of fillers. In heterogeneous nucleation, the number of
nucleated cells depends strongly on the number of
nucleating site (or the distribution of nucleating agent)
[10]. Therefore, nucleation is dominated by the fillers
distribution rather than foaming parameters. For GR-
ABS, the results are different (Figure 14). It is seen
that the number of cells is high, slightly lower than
that of unfilled ABS. It is also observed that cell den-
sity is influenced by temperature and time. Especially
at high temperature, 120°C, the effect of foaming time
is very noticeable. As a result, it can be inferred that 

Figure 13. Cell density of MF-ABS versus foaming time at
various foaming temperatures.

Figure 14. Cell density of GR-ABS versus foaming time at
various foaming temperatures.

addition of mineral fillers highly influences the cell
density compared to glass fibres. Addition of glass
fibres causes a slight decrease in cell density and mod-
erate increase in bulk density while addition of miner-
al fillers causes a considerable decrease (above 2
orders of magnitude) in cell density and moderate
increase in bulk density. Besides, mineral filling intro-
duces a much more non-uniform cell structure, in
microcellular foaming when compared to the unfilled
one; however, still superior to the conventional foam-
ing. The filler distribution and size, together with
mixed nucleating regimes (heterogeneous and homo-
geneous) are deemed to affect the final cell distribu-
tion and size.

Figures 15-17 depict the effect of foaming param-
eters on cell size. It seems that the variation is insignif-
icant because the error in measurement is of the same
order. It is observed that the cell size of MF-ABS is

Figure 15. Cell size of unfilled ABS versus foaming time at
various foaming temperatures.
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Figure 16. Cell size of MF-ABS versus foaming time at var-
ious foaming temperatures.

Figure 17. Cell size of GR-ABS versus foaming time at var-
ious foaming temperatures.

Figure 18. Effect of processing parameters on relative
strength-to-relative density of ABS.

much larger than those of unfilled ABS and GR-ABS.
Of the important properties considered in the main

focus of this research, was tensile strength. Figures
18-20 depict the effects of processing parameters on
relative strength-to-relative density. It is revealed that 

Figure 19. Effect of processing parameters on relative
strength-to-relative density of MF-ABS.

Figure 20. Effect of processing parameters on relative
strength-to-relative density of GR-ABS.

Figure 21. Relative strength-to-relative density of unfilled
ABS with respect to two design criteria.

the strength is more retrieved in unfilled ABS com-
pared to those of MF-ABS and GR-ABS. Thus, the
fillers have adverse effect on strength of foamed mate-
rials (although the absolute values are higher for
unfoamed MF-ABS and GR-ABS, the values are 
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Figure 22. Relative strength-to-relative density of MF-ABS
with respect to two design criteria.

Figure 23. Relative strength-to-relative density of GR-ABS
with respect to two design criteria.

35 MPa and 81 MPa, respectively).
For unfilled ABS, the effect of temperature is sig-

nificant when it is raised to near Tg. The effect of time
is more significant at the foaming temperature of
120°C. It is interesting, but seemingly not-favourable, 

Figure 24. Effect of processing parameters on relative
strain-to-relative density of unfilled ABS.

Figure 25. Effect of processing parameters on relative
strain-to-relative density of MF-ABS.

to conclude that at foaming temperature of 100°C, the
optimum condition of foaming (in regard to bulk den-
sity), the least relative strength could be obtained. For
MF-ABS and GR-ABS, there exists a more noticeable
variation with respect to temperature and time. 

Figure 26. Effect of processing parameters on relative strain-to-relative density of GR-ABS.
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Variations in foamed strength can be depicted
using other method shown in Figures 21 to 23. These
figures show relative strength (foamed strength-to-
unfoamed strength) vs. relative density (foamed den-
sity-to-unfoamed density). The straight line desig-
nates the points at which a certain reduction in mate-
rials causes the same value of reduction in strength; in
other word, no effect of stress concentration is consid-
ered. The curved line (quadratic) indicates a design
criterion at which the material substitution exhibits
the same bending strength, while the total weight
remained unchanged, which is expressed by the fol-
lowing equation:

(8)

where σ is tensile strength and ρ is density. This is
also introduced as the design criteria for foamed parts
[17]. The region above straight line introduces
extraordinary condition where a decrease in material
causes an increase in strength. The region between the
two lines indicates a favourable condition in regards
to the design criterion. The results show that micro-
cellular foams have a favourable effect on strength of
unfilled ABS at most processing conditions. For MF-
ABS, there are some processing conditions producing
favourable results. However for GR-ABS, the results
are not favourable. A proposed reason is that the cell
nucleation and growth may occur at the interface
region of filler and matrix. Consequently, it could
detach the filler from the matrix causing deterioration
of filler-matrix adhesion. As a result, the strengthen-
ing effect of filler will be highly compromised.

The effect of microcellular foaming on tensile
strain is shown in Figures 24 to 26. It is clearly seen
that relative strain (foamed strain-to-unfoamed strain)
is increased in most conditions. This suggests that
ductility of ABS foams is very much improved. Less
improvement is noticed for microcellular foams of
filled ABS, probably due to the same reason men-
tioned for tensile strength. Increase in ductility is one
of the important advantages of microcellular foams.

CONCLUSION

An experimental study on microstructures and

mechanical properties of batch processed microcellu-
lar foams of ABS composites was carried out.
Unfilled ABS, mineral filled and glass filled of ABS
were used as the experimental materials, due to their
vast usage in industry especially in housings applica-
tions. Foaming temperature and time were chosen as
the processing parameters. Microstructural properties
(cell density and cell diameter) and mechanical prop-
erties (tensile strength and strain) were obtained. The
results revealed the following conclusions:

- For all three materials, optimum foaming condi-
tions were found to be at the temperature and time of
100°C and 60 s (to yield maximum expansion). 

- This temperature lies in the vicinity of glass tran-
sition temperature. Temperature increase to 100°C
causes a desirable decrease in bulk density. However
further increase in time and temperature, introduce
adverse effect. This phenomenon is known as gas
escape.

- In general, strength-to-density decreases at all
foaming conditions. However, compared to the design
criterion, the properties are promising. For glass filled
ABS, microcellular foams do not show desirable
results.

- Tensile strain is highly improved by microcellu-
lar foaming, suggesting a noticeable increase in
toughness. The effect is very high (up to 10 times) for
unfilled ABS at certain foaming conditions.
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